Areas of Responsibility

Take on areas of responsibility and help with constructing the consulting business unit. Your areas of responsibility in detail:

- Technical and disciplinary leadership and heading a team of consultants
- Support for existing customers and building up new customers
- Support our sales team in the pre-sales phase, regarding proposal preparation, presentations and focusing on topics
- Develop goals for your own areas of responsibility for the company as a whole and report to top-level management within the MID consulting team
- Responsible for consulting with customers for complex BI projects, in particular with regard to methods and architecture of Data Warehouse and BI systems
- Head IT projects, responsible for cost estimates and project planning
- Be involved in staffing, encourage personal further development of your team members and work closely with the HR team
- Develop expertise about future topics within MID and develop solutions and methods for trends, e.g. Data Vault, Big Data/Analytics, Agility

Preferred Qualifications

- Degree in business information technology or computer sciences or similar
- Leadership experience in both projects and heading up a team
- A number of years’ experience in designing and implementing Data Warehouse / BI systems
- Experience in designing BI architectures
- Exceptional analytical, conceptual abilities
- Entrepreneurial mindset, good communication and social skills and exceptional customer and service orientation
- Good public speaking and presentation skills
- Willingness to travel, flexibility and exceptional German and English skills

Sound Good?

Come and join our company that belongs to one of the 100 most innovative medium-sized companies and profit from the freedom to contribute your own ideas and a professional working environment. We offer excellent development opportunities, a corporate culture based on trust, work/life balance and plenty more!

Apply in German at jobsmid.de stating your expected salary and earliest starting date. The next exciting project is waiting for you!